**Description of Home**

“Casa Bonita” takes the minimalist approach to saving money on energy and preserving our natural resources. This modestly sized home was built using 3-D or Tridi-panel system (EPS Core with Wire Mesh Faces), with a 1.5” concrete gunite finish on each side. The panel was used for the roof also. This is a 1-bedroom cottage with evaporative cooler; earthquake and fireproof...snug as a bug!

**Directions** to Home of Dawn Lorenzo

4604 Monument Way, Rimrock, AZ

**From “Casablanca”**

From Pat Shea’s home, just continue on Bentley, around the corner, and down to Monument Way. Right on Monument Way to the home. *optional* You can walk down to the home from “Casablanca” rear gate, but be careful of the steep stairs!